Just a quick heads up, it appears a few trolls and general retards are doing some stupid 2005 low-end "we wuz haxxers n shiet" stuff that they think is going to do anything, that's fake impersonation. These are a frequent phenomenon and everyone is aware of them.

They also spread fake trolling information for whatever reason and have made some e-mails around the clock, from slander to whatever. Most of these situations are clear to 99% of people here but for new members etc, this may help.

I hold no e-mail accounts other than my official ones which are well known, the rest is just gibberish. I do not own any social media accounts except of a Gab account that is left idle for communication purposes. I wouldn’t contact anybody with this, never ask for any information or anything like this. I only reply to emails most of the time, and do not send e-mails to anyone.

I would never, under any circumstance, ask anyone for their "phone" [or try to get you in a group that demands one like (((Discord))), etc] or whatever like this, nor anything. These are dead giveaways some sort of really bad thing is on the other end of the line, and while not frequent, because this blows their cover, some of these infiltrators salivate with these methods.

Any account has had to be verified here by link and by post, such as the one in Gab [inactive, never did any post but one to verify it], and cross-verified.

I do not have or ever had any strange covens [internet or otherwise], groups or whatever, nor kike[face]book, twitter or any social groups, nor is anyone "my close friend" or whatever like this.

Neither me nor HPS Maxine nor anyone else has time sending idle e-mails chit chatting with people over random things, HPS Maxine warning is up on the JoS, mine is posted here instead.
I do my best to reply to e-mails, and that's it.

Given many of these idiots are desperate, this may have to do with other members or Clergy, as they are primarily sometimes targets of impersonation. Online slander is another one.

If they try to take even the least info out of you, approach you, ask for anything strange such as where you live, or as some of these jews go, try to meet up with you, or claim there are any other e-groups etc, know that they are of the enemy, even as little as a name, certain trolls and information hoarders are circulating about these forums and groups since forever. It's advisable to not engage with anyone, as these have a lot of time and they can waste all their existence trying to get info out of someone. Some of these have all day long, because they are no lifers.

Also, they may try to get you to join certain groups to do information theft and try to stalk you, because well, that is the internet and these are the jews, who have nothing to do in existence but chant hebrew over their own feces on the toilet. There are no secret groups or anything like that, let alone any that one would invite anyone to join from strange and "unknown" accounts.

Do not reply any mails unless they are from the verified accounts: hoodedcobra666@yahoo.com [obsolete], Cobra.army.666@protonmail.com [which is for general inquiries etc] and my business e-mail which should be immediately known to whomever needed it for fulfilling some demand or support. Check these exactly to the dots. Do not be hasty or haphazard.

Lastly remember that this place is not to waste one's time around doing irrelevant things but to actually grow as a Satanist, and not waste time with other people reinforcing negativity or excessive time-wasting.